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MNI Norges Bank Preview: January 2021 
  

Details:  

 

Monetary policy decision: 0900GMT/1000CEST/0400ET, Thursday 21st January 2021.  

 

MNI Point of View  
Likely an unchanged start to the year, but rate hikes on the cards for 2021 

 

January’s meeting sees no new rate path projections or inflation/growth forecasts from the Norges Bank. With so 

little time elapsed since December’s policy report, an unchanged decision this month is almost certain, with focus 

remaining on Norway’s vaccine roll-out and the continued resilience of the domestic economy to the second wave 

of COVID-19 infections.  

 

The Norges Bank took an unapologetically hawkish stance at December’s policy meeting, bringing forward their 

projections for the first rate hike by around two quarters to June 2022. This took markets somewhat by surprise, 

with the majority of sell-side analysts seeing only minor tweaks to projections but was inline with our preview 

(Norges Bank Preview: Swift vaccine rollout, hot housing make the case for a steeper rate path). 

 

Figure 1: December’s projections unapologetically hawkish 

 

 Sep MPR Dec MPR Change 

31/03/2021 0 0 - 

30/06/2021 0 0 - 

30/09/2021 0 0 - 

31/12/2021 0 0 - 

31/03/2022 0.02 0.09 +7bps 

30/06/2022 0.06 0.21 +15bps 

30/09/2022 0.12 0.36 +24bps 

31/12/2022 0.21 0.51 +30bps 

31/03/2023 0.32 0.66 +34bps 

30/06/2023 0.42 0.77 +35bps 

30/09/2023 0.5 0.86 +36bps 

31/12/2023 0.57 0.93 +36bps 

Source: MNI/Norges Bank 

The longer-end of the rate path saw the most considerable shift, with the terminal rate boosted at end-2023 boosted 

by 36bps to 0.93%. The Norges Bank’s more hawkish rate path is an endorsement of the government’s vaccination 

campaign, in which the general population will begin being immunised from the second quarter of this year, thanks 

to a solid supply deal struck with Sweden. This was acknowledged in the Bank’s policy report: “Vaccine availability 

will likely speed up the recovery through 2021 compared with that projected in the September Report”. 

There remain signs that Norway are a few steps ahead of other developed markets on both the virus and economic 

front after Norway announced a loosening of virus restrictions this week. They are now among the few countries to 

be eyeing looser restrictions thanks to a second virus wave that appears to have peaked. Should their vaccination 

programme continue alongside expectations, allowing a continued and gradual loosening of restrictions on activity 

throughout H1 this year, the Norges Bank could steepen further their rate path projections, leaving a rate hike in 

2021 a very real prospect. 

The Bank’s scenario analysis update in March and June will provide the first evidence of any upside pressure on the 

rath path via their upside, downside and baseline scenarios on economic outcomes and the success of the vaccine 
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rollout. It’s these elements that could sway the bank’s ‘judgement’ factor in setting policy going forward, which make 

a sizeable contribution to the policy path projections out to the end of 2022. 

 

Norges Bank Central Bank Watch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MNI Norges Bank Data Watch List
Inflation Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

CPI % y/y 1.4 1.6 1.4 -0.46

Core CPI % y/y 3.0 3.3 3.1 -0.84

PPI % y/y -5.7 -9.6 -14.4 0.93

Oil Price (Brent Active) $bn 51.80 43.46 42.40 1.72

Economic Activity Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

PMI Manufacturing Index 51.9 50.8 50.1 0.13

GDP % m/m -0.9 1.0 2.7 -0.60

Industrial Man Prod % m/m 1.5 3.0 -2.7 0.64

Regional Network Outlook Index 0.10 0.83 1.57 -1.15

Monetary Analysis Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

M3 Money Supply % y/y 9.3 8.5 9.5 1.44

Credit Indicator % y/y 4.7 4.8 4.7 0.41

Non-Fin Corp Credit % y/y 3.6 4.1 4.5 -0.35

Household Credit % y/y 4.8 4.6 4.5 1.37

Consumer / Labour Market Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Retail Sales % m/m 2.9 -4.8 2.8 1.05

Consumer Confidence (Q) Index -11.5 -10.0 -4.3 -1.37

Unemployment Rate % 3.8 3.7 4.8 -0.64

Ave Monthly Earnings (Q) % y/y 2.4 4.2 3.5 -1.71

Markets Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

OBX Index 859 746 715 1.60

Norway 10-Year Yield % 0.98 0.62 0.63 1.76

NW Yield Curve (2s-10s) bps 71.1 50.0 54.4 1.70

NOK TWI Index 83.36 80.61 81.26 0.93
Note: For quarterly data the 3m ago column will display the previous data point and the 6m ago column will display the data point prior to that. 
Source: MNI, Bloomberg
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Summary of Analyst Views  

• All analysts see no change in core policy rates at this meeting, with market focus shifting to the 

accompanying statement, which may point to threats from the growing COVID caseload. 

• A majority of analysts see a risk that the Norges Bank steepen their rate path projections further this 

year, with some seeing a possibility of a rate hike before the end of 2021. 

Analyst Views (Alphabetical Order)  

Citi: Policy rate likely to remain unchanged, don’t expect much new information 

 

• Expects the Norges Bank to maintain their hawkish stance this week and keep an eye on any further 

hawkish messaging. 

• Citi expect the first hike in Q1 2022 with a tail risk of December 2021. Should they deliver on their guidance, 

this could bring NOK an incremental 1% front end rate advantage vs the rest of G10.  

• The previous MPR report has a bullish forecast for growth in 2022, underscoring the Norges focus on the 

longer term outcome for the economy. Recent CPI-ATE prints also reinforces the hawkish stance from the 

Norges, easily maintaining their clear lead in G10 and well above the 2% target. 

 

Danske Bank: Expects no change to rates at interim meeting 

 

• Expects the Bank to stay on hold at its rate-setting meeting as this is one of its ‘interim’ meetings with only a 

press release and no monetary policy report and it’s been only just over a month since the last meeting. 

Therefore expects the bank to repeat the message that its policy rate will remain unchanged for some time, 

with the projections in the December monetary policy report suggesting a first hike in March 2022. 

• What might be interesting is whether the bank comments on the effects of the new containment measures 

brought in at New Year, considering that the economic fallout from the previous set of restrictions in 

• November was not as bad as expected. 

• Danske Bank also expect the bank to attribute the NOK’s appreciation since the December meeting mainly 

to higher oil prices and a general increase in risk appetite, the latter a result of two sources of short-term 

uncertainty having been eliminated, namely Brexit and the senate elections in Georgia. 

• They still expect the timing of the first rate increase to depend on when vaccinations reach the point where 

activity and behaviour can return to normal. If this happens during the summer as they assume, a first rate 

hike will most probably follow in September. 

 

Goldman Sachs: Sees policy unchanged, statement possible 

 

• Expects Norges Bank to remain on hold at their meeting on January 21. 

• There will be no Monetary Policy Report, though the committee might make a statement on the impact of 

elevated coronavirus cases since their last meeting in December. Back then, the Monetary Policy Report 

highlighted the uncertainty surrounding the economic outlook, given the impact of stricter containment 

measures on activity. 

 

Handelsbanken: Policy rate and outlook to be unchanged 

 

• Expects the NB to keep the policy rate unchanged at zero percent and reiterate its December message. 

Notes that the new policy rate forecast implies that the policy rate will be raised during the first half of next 

year, with a roughly 70 percent chance that this will happen in March. Norges Bank then foresees another 

rate increase during the second half of 2022 and two more in 2023. 

• They write that data since the last meeting has been few and far between, but the inflationary trend still 

seems well enough in line with Norges Bank’s expectations. The NOK exchange rate has been stronger 

than the central bank expected and money market spreads have been higher, factors that weigh on the 

policy-rate trajectory. On the other hand, international interest-rate expectations have increased since 

December, as has the oil price, and these factors pull in the other direction. 
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• Norges Bank will not publish an updated monetary-policy report in conjunction with its meeting next week. 

Instead, the central bank will publish a short press release that will provide an update on its outlook for the 

policy rate. At these interim meetings, the central bank usually sticks to its strategy from the previous report. 

Norges Bank is therefore widely expected to keep the policy rate unchanged at zero. 

 

JP Morgan: Expects no changes to policy rates 

 

• Sees the NB keeping the policy rate unchanged at 0%. No new forecasts will be published at this meeting, 

and instead the focus will be on the press release and any hints on the risks involving the policy rate path 

that was presented in December. 

• JPM expect it to be an uneventful-meeting and for Norges Bank to validate the December rate projections, 

while keeping the language largely unchanged. 

• The new rate path points to a first rate hike in 1H22, with a high likelihood that it happens already in 1Q21, 

followed by almost three more hikes until the end of 2023, when the policy rate is expected to reach 1.0%. 

• Published data suggest that the impact on economic activity from the containment measures implemented 

during the fall have been smaller than expected. The monthly GDP number for November surprised to the 

upside of the bank’s forecast, and the unregistered unemployment rate has been largely unchanged going 

into January. Housing market prices were higher than Norges Bank assumed in December. On the other 

hand, December core inflation came in lower than the bank’s projections, and the exchange rate has 

strengthened further. 

• All in all, JPM think it is too early for Norges Bank to draw any new conclusions this week. Norges Bank is 

likely to wait for more data to get evidence on how the virus is impacting the speed of the economic 

recovery before making any changes to its forward-guidance. Instead, they expect Norges Bank to continue 

to reiterate: “…considerable uncertainty surrounding the outlook suggest keeping the policy rate on hold 

until there are clear signs that economic conditions are normalizing”. 

 

Natwest Markets: Expects on hold after hawkish tilt in December 

 

• Given a slowdown in the economic recovery amid rising Covid-19 infections and high uncertainty on the 

outlook, Norges Bank will likely keep a cautious approach and wait for further clear signs of normalising 

economic conditions. 

• However, the list of positive offsetting factors are growing and include i) ongoing vaccine rollout, ii) stronger-

than-expected economic recovery thanks to relatively better Covid-19 management and fiscal support, iii) 

improving oil outlook, iv) well-anchored long-run inflation expectations and v) building financial stability risks 

amid rising house prices. 

• These factors support Natwest’s expectation that the Norges Bank remains on track to be the first G10 

central bank to tighten monetary policy, potentially as early as late 2021.  

 

Nordea: Will not rock the boat, with new information still pointing to a steeper path 

 

• The focus will be on the written statement. They do not expect the Norges Bank to rock the boat in any 

direction this time. They will continue to highlight that “There is substantial uncertainty surrounding the 

economic recovery ahead” and they will repeat the sentence from last time that “In the Committee’s current 

assessment of the outlook and balance of risks, the policy rate will most likely remain at today’s level for 

some time ahead”. 

• It is only 5 weeks since the last policy meeting, so obviously, the news flow since then has been fairly 

meagre. The written statement from the Monetary Policy Committee after an interim meeting seldom 

contains guidance on how they assess developments since their last meeting in sum. Rather they just 

comment the news in a descriptive way. 

• Based on the historical reaction pattern, Nordea gauge the effects on the rate path. They write that of 

particular interest is how the Bank will react to the recent strengthening of NOK. This time, it is obvious that 

the higher oil price is the main driver. Moreover, a higher oil price is a positive shock to the Norwegian 

economy, as it makes additional oil investment projects profitable and will therefore pull up oil investments 
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after a while. Unless NOK appreciates more than the higher oil price suggests, a higher oil price tilts the 

rate path up. This time, the 10% higher oil price outweighs the 2% stronger NOK. 

• In sum, it indicates a steeper rate path and almost one more hike by end-2023 compared to the December 

rate path. If Norges Bank had produced a new rate path this time around, Nordea think the path further out 

would have been lifted. This conclusion holds even in light of the somewhat lower than expected inflation, 

as lower inflation pulls down the front end of the curve more than the back end. 

• Going forward, the vaccine roll-out will be by far the most important factor to follow when it comes to when 

the first hike will be delivered. The earlier people are vaccinated the earlier containment measures can be 

lifted and the quicker there will be “clear signs that economic conditions are normalising”. This is the key 

prerequisite for Norges Bank to start their hiking cycle. 

 

SEB: Norges Bank to send new policy hints? 

 

• So far, growth has slowed less than feared but whether it will have any implications for monetary policy may 

be indicated at January’s rate decision. SEB expect the Committee to reiterate its key message from the 

Dec MPR. 

• Norges Bank’s relatively hawkish policy stance combined with rising oil prices have led NOK to be among 

the strongest performing G10 currencies in early 2021.  

• Since it is an intermediate decision it will only include a short statement and there will be no new macro 

projections/rate path. An unchanged policy rate is widely expected, but given the surprisingly hawkish rate 

path in December focus will be on any hints on risks related to the path.  

• SEB will specifically look out for comments related to how the vaccine process is developing (still in line with 

the baseline scenario?) and its view on the near-term growth trajectory (does the slowdown appears milder 

than assumed?). 

• Overall, however, the bank is likely to reiterate its key message from the December MPR and conclude that 

“the sharp economic downturn and considerable uncertainty surrounding the outlook suggest keeping the 

policy rate on hold until there are clear signs that economic conditions are normalizing”. To get clear signs 

of economic recovery and normalization in hard data the bank probably must await the June MPR. Hence, 

they do not expect any large shift in the policy stance in the coming months. 

• SEB expect two hikes per year starting in March 2022, while the market’s speculation of a hike already this 

year has increased to roughly 70%. Expectations further out is still a tad cautious relative to their forecast, 

but with limited new information likely at the upcoming decision market reaction is expected to be rather 

muted. 

 

 

Dates to Watch: 

January 28th – December Retail Sales 

February 1st – January Manufacturing PMI 

February 10th – January Inflation 

February 12th – Q4 GDP 

February 18th – The Governor’s annual address 

March 18th – Rate Decision, Monetary Policy Report 
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MNI Policy 

MNI STATE OF PLAY: Norges Set To Hold In Thursday Decision 
 
By David Robinson 
 

Norges Bank looks set to leave both its main interest rate and guidance for its policy path to start to move higher in 
the first half of 2022 unchanged when it announces its rate decision on Thursday. 

While Norges's Monetary Policy and Financial Stability Committee has been at the forefront of central banks in 
advanced economies setting out a tightening path, its January meeting will not be accompanied by a new forecast 
round. The forecasts in the December Monetary Policy Report implied that the policy rate would remain at 0% for 
more than a year before rising a little more rapidly than previously expected as Covid vaccine deployments boost 
export markets. 

Those forecasts did not assume any fresh wave of national lockdowns. 

The krone exchange rate, measured by the Bank's import-weighted I-44 index, has after a long period of weakness 
appreciated, driven by greater optimism in global financial markets and a rise in oil prices, key determinants for 
Norway's oil- and export-led economy. 

DOWNSIDE RISKS 

A stronger currency and improved economic outlook will have offsetting effects on inflation, while the economic 
outlook has arguably improved further out but worsened near term as the downside risks cited in Norges Bank's 
analysis from rising Covid infections have materialised. 

While the common view among analysts is for no change to rate guidance, one lingering question is whether the 
committee, which unusually combines financial stability and monetary policy decision making, chooses to say 
something more on risks posed by house price inflation. 

In December the committee said it was "concerned that house prices have risen markedly since spring and that a 
long period of low interest rates increases the risk of a build-up of financial imbalances." 

A mix of low interest rates and working from home appear to be fuelling households' willingness to spend on 
property. Overall household credit growth has only edged up, but the central bank could potentially see a case for 
tightening mortgage regulations even if it is too early to bring forward projected policy rate increases. 

 


